
Nick Wood - Partner

Welcome!!

Welcome to the first of our regular monthly updates. Since Newport was established in 2012 the

business has changed dramatically. Having started with a wide investment remit Newport

developed tax advisory services, facilitated a major property development project, raised capital

for several private equity opportunities and since 2015 has become increasingly focused on

litigation work, to the extent that this is now our day job! The Newport team continues to grow

both in terms of numbers and technical expertise - no mean feat in the current pandemic

environment. In this month's edition we provide a more in depth update on: The Newport Group;

introduce the newly launched Katch Litigation Fund; hear from David Greene, the senior partner

of Edwin Coe LLP and incoming president of The Law Society of England and Wales; and discover

the problems created by being a ‘Pandemic Golf Professional’ with David Boote who currently

plays on the European Challenge Tour, and who Newport is proud to sponsor. Talking of which,

for those golf lovers amongst you, we would like to offer the opportunity to play with David at

Walton Heath. Read on...
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family offices, financial institutions and third

parties to model, structure and implement

investment strategies within the litigation

funding market. One such relationship is with the

Katch Investment Group, who have circa $850m

under management, mainly in short term private

debt. Having worked with Katch for over a year

on several projects, we can now announce the

launch of the Katch Litigation Fund, see more of

which below. The first project to be financed by

the fund is a group action against Barclays Bank

and Santander, a claim likely to be in the region of

£150m.
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Newport Update

We continue to grow from strength to strength

and our client base is increasing rapidly. Current

projects include failed tax deferral schemes,

collapsed renewable energy investments and

taking on pension companies and international

investment houses that have totally failed their

clients in terms of due diligence and a duty of

care, in all around £2 billion of potential claims.

The business is effectively split into two parts:

firstly, providing litigation support services to

existing clients, potential claimants and their

advisors; and secondly, raising substantial funds

to properly finance these and associated actions.

We now act directly for more than 1500 clients

and have provided litigation financing for

another 800 claimants with the numbers

growing rapidly - we expect to double our client

base over the next 12 months. We work with our

own investors, external funders, specialist

litigation lawyers and claims management

companies; if you believe this may be of interest to
you, or there is an opportunity to work together,
please contact us. Clients include famous sports

and media stars, city grandees, senior members

of ‘the professions’ and most importantly,

hundreds of ‘normal’ people who otherwise

would not be able to access pre-eminent legal

representation without substantial cost (and

risk) to themselves. Over recent years we have

worked with 



Laurent Jeanmart - Chairman

Katch Litigation Fund

After completing a ‘proof of concept’ consultation period over the
last year, Katch and Newport have formally come together to offer
an exciting investment opportunity in a non-correlated asset
class, whilst providing significant funding opportunities for future
litigation claims growth both in the individual and group claim
sectors. Laurent Jeanmart, the Chairman of Katch Investment
Group explains further…

We are pleased to announce the launch of the
Katch Litigation Fund with the Newport Group as
exclusive advisor. Katch is an asset management
firm with $850m of assets under advisory and
management specialised in liquid private debt and
a presence in 5 different locations in Europe and
Latin America. Katch’s focus is on liquid,
conservative private debt investments with the
objective to generate very stable performance in
the region of 8% net to investors per year. 

Litigation funding is a powerful investment but
typically comes with very little liquidity and as
such has typically been outside Katch’s
investment universe. That changed when we met
Newport, which carved out a very compelling,
performing, liquid and diversified niche of
litigation funding assets inside the broader
litigation universe. Apart 

from being very profitable, a major benefit of our
investment strategy is the fact that Newport is in
full control of the Fund’s origination effort, having
built a deep network of contacts, which allows us
to identify the most compelling and rewarding
cases while more traditional litigation funders are
more dependent on external Law firms’ pipelines
of opportunities.

The Katch Litigation Fund offers to external

investors a preferential return of up to 15% net

per annum, with a minimum of 7% net.

Importantly, investors do not need to commit

their capital for a long time, enjoying quarterly

liquidity. Both Newport and Katch will be heavily

invested in the Fund. For further information

please contact n.wood@newportcapital.co.uk  or

Laurent Jeanmart ljeanmart@katchinvest.com



David Greene - President of the Law Society 

Litigation Law

In addition to being Senior Partner at Edwin Coe, I am due to become President of the Law

Society of England & Wales in October 2020. The President leads the 190,000 solicitors in the

jurisdiction. In the past the role was feted with extensive international travel, meeting the great

and good, daily meetings with Governments round the World, fancy grand dinners, speeches and

entertainment and to top it all a knighthood at the end.  Sir David Greene has a certain ring about

it but I fear the Government, rightly, put paid to that automatic system some 20 or so years ago.

And time and coronavirus have put paid to all the other “perks”. For some time to come

everything is virtual; no travel, no dinners, no grand speeches, just Zoom and Teams. 

C’est la vie.  These losses and inconveniences are of little consequence.  

Indeed it has benefits; I can rush from Bratislava to Vienna in two minutes as I plan to do today as I
write this, talking to the Presidents of the Bar for Slovakia and Austria; gone are the hours of
travelling and waiting. Gone are the dinners which is a huge benefit for the President’s waistline. I miss
the speeches but gone is the time spent writing and rehearsing, particularly when called upon to test
limited language skills. Zoom and Teams are fine but it is far from the benefit of having face to face
meetings. Working remotely, gone are the normal human niceties and chit chat that whilst time
consuming are an important element of interaction.  I fear that my year as President will largely take
place behind home doors but it remains a great honour to lead the profession and there are many
pressing domestic and international issues, including those arising from coronavirus that can readily
be addressed from “home”. 

. In practice at Edwin Coe we have been

conducting group litigation for some 30 years.

My first group claim related to the Lockerbie

bombing in which I represented the UK

victims.  Until the 2008 financial crisis group

claims were a cottage industry. Some groups

had been organised in mass torts or product

liability but there were few pursuing financial

claims. We were then organising groups of

shareholders and investors such as in the

Railtrack litigation, as well as consumers in

cartel claims. 

In this article, David Greene describes some of the issues effecting the legal profession with the onslaught of Covid. David has
been a litigation lawyer for over thirty years and is Senior Partner of Edwin Coe LLP; we are working with David on several
projects and are currently engaged with his firm on three major pieces of work.



The 2008 financial crisis changed all that.  A huge number of claims arose from those events often

flowing from the discovery of frauds that survived in the good times, such a Madoff.  As Warren

Buffet said, "Only when the tide goes out do you discover who's been swimming naked".  The

World adopted the American nomenclature of “Ponzi Scheme” and there was no bigger Ponzi

than Madoff. Suddenly claims by investors became de rigeur; as with all litigation, claimants were

looking for deep pockets and the banks and insurers provided those. We acted in Northern Rock,

Madoff and pursued many banks, particularly in relation to SWAPS products.  In building groups,

what, until then, was referred to as ambulance chasing became the more respectful book building.

And building groups was essential to match the firepower of the defence. Dealing with that

firepower with limited resources took some tactical skill.

Then along came litigation funding and suddenly claimants could have the firepower to match

that of the defence. The industry grew with the increasing litigation. The idea of group litigation

providing access to justice for small individual claims also started gathering political support.

Stories from the Plaintiff Bar in the United States continued to be thrown about, the most famous

of which was the claim against McDonalds for serving hot coffee. I attended many a debate with

the American Chamber of Commerce who tried to stop European reforms. One can be critical of

the US system but it does provide access to justice. ACC and others tried their best but there

have been reforms and there are likely to be more to assist consumers pursuing their rights.

The result was that group litigation or class actions suddenly became acceptable and the City

firms started to think about changing sides. The London market started to see the growth of home

grown and foreign “non–conflict” firms i.e. firms that had no conflicts so were able to sue banks

and financial institutions. We have started to see the growth of a Plaintiff Bar in London.

Now we have another potential recession and

many are talking of a tsunami of litigation. It has

already started.  We are acting for groups with

issues over the wording of insurance policies and

business interruption cover for the coronavirus

shutdown. Litigators, the courts and funders are

gearing up.

 

It was fun when it was cottage industry. It took a

little tactical nouse, some playing with smoke and

mirrors and some front to push it through.  Funding

and the popularity of group litigation has brought

other problems but it changes the world if you have

the funds to really push a case. Onwards and

upwards.



David Boote

Trials and Tribulations
of a Professional Golfer

As with most people, it has been a difficult time for us
professional golfers over the past few months. With a
global sporting lockdown and many countries issuing
travel restrictions, the usual circuit of the golf tours has
meant there has been no competitive professional golf
since February. The Tour has been very cautious in its
return to golf, keeping the players, caddies and staff
safe from the Covid-19. Thankfully, we are now back to
playing competitive golf and I have just returned from
Austria where there were two co-sanctioned events
between the Challenge and European tours. 

Austria has had very few cases recently, however there
were still strict rules and testing procedures at both
events. To get into Austria in the first place we needed
proof of a negative COVID test within 96 hours prior to
arrival. We were also tested before the event and not
allowed on site until we have tested negative. We were
also tested after both events. Having a cotton swab
stuck up your nose and in the back of the throat is not
the most comfortable feeling but, in the end, nobody
tested positive and the whole two weeks felt very safe. It
was nice in the evenings to eat out in restaurants and
catch up with some my golfing friends - something we
are only just beginning to enjoy in the UK. 

Newport is proud to sponsor David Boote who currently plays professional golf on the European Challenge Tour.
Having been awarded a sports scholarship to Stanford University, David played elite US College golf and
ultimately in The Walker Cup, the amateur Ryder Cup, with the dubious distinction of being the only European
team member to win his singles match. You will not be surprised to hear that Team USA won that year! David
turned professional with a handicap of +5 and immediately qualified for the European Challenge Tour, now in his
second season. 

If you would like to play golf at the world renowned Walton Heath, once venue of The Ryder Cup (plus many
European Opens, The Seniors Open and most recently The British Masters) with David, and as a guest of
Newport including full hospitality, email your details to i.wood@newporttm.co.uk and a draw will be made for
later in the year, depending on his Tour schedule and Covid-19!!

http://newporttm.co.uk/


It felt great to return to competitive golf and it certainly beats hitting balls into a net in the garden
which was my reality during the lockdown!! The lockdown had its positives, and did give me a
chance to rest up and work on my technique in a period of time where I could work on some
technical aspects without having to get ready for any upcoming tournaments. The time ended
up being very useful and my swing is in a better place now than it was before the lockdown. 

I was a tad slow in looking into golf nets online so ended up throwing an old carpet and two rugs
over a set of goal posts to hit shots into. Whilst this did the job well, one would have to assume
that Rory Mcllroy was probably better prepared for the lockdown. Anyway, apart from a couple
of stray balls my family was relatively safe! The one thing tougher to work on was my short
game, which is normally one of the sharpest parts of my game. I did plenty of chipping in the
garden, but there is no substitute for chipping onto a real green surface and judging how the ball
will react. This was noticeable post lockdown, but luckily I was able to put a lot of work in at
Walton Heath, a club that I have been associated with since joining as a junior. 

My short game still wasn’t as sharp as I’d want it on my return to competitive golf in Austria, and
that cost me a few shots. Still, it was fun competing again and being back out there battling with
my peers. I finished tied 44th in the Austrian Open and then tied 39th in the Euram Bank Open.
It was positive to make both cuts and get 8 competitive rounds under my belt. It’s been a tough
period without any tournaments that enable golfers to earn money but thanks to the continued
support from my friends at The Newport Group, this enforced break has been made easier and I
can continue to pursue my dream of playing at the highest level. I look forward to more
competitive golf later in the summer. In the meantime, I will be practicing. And practicing. And
practicing!!! 


